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Annotations 

Series 2 Lesson 9 

"IMAGINATION" 

1. What steps are taken In the process of thinking? 

1. The steps that are taken in the process of thinking are similar 
to and correspond to the "steps" (movements) taken by God in the 

process of creation, as recorded in the first chapter of Genesis, 
when Divine Mind ideated the universe, including man. 

All the ideas about which man can think inhere in Divine Mind, 
and man has access to these ideas. God, in His love and wisdom, 
has also given to man the faculty with which to think—his intellect. 

We have learned that all life is movement toward consciousness. 
The first step in thinking is the conscious use of intelligence. 
No thinking can be done without self-consciousness exercising to a 
degree the thinking faculty in Intelligent movement of mind (cere
bration) upon ideas. 

"Let there be light" (Gen. 1:3). Light represents intelligence. 
When an individual thinks, light or intelligence "shines" in the mind. 
An Idea enters the consciousness through Inspiration, and the indi
vidual begins to think about the idea. It becomes a nucleus (seed) 
around which a state of mind or consciousness is built, and a pro
ductive principle is thus expressed. 

The second step in the process of thinking is faith, or the 
development of faith, represented by the "firmament." "Let there 
be a firmament" (Gen. 1:6). Because faith is the perceiving power, 
we must have faith in God (perceive that He is the source of all 
good) and in the idea we are contemplating, as a starting point. 
There must be the recognized possibility In the idea, and faith in 
its being worked out; that is, expressed and made manifest. Faith 
establishes a "firm" starting point or foundation in consciousness. 

The third step in the process of thinking is the action of the 
imagination, imaging or picturing the idea as it will appear when 
expressed and made manifest. The imagination is the picture-forming 
power or faculty of the mind. It forms the vision of the idea, 
changing it from the unformed into the form or shape, in thought. 

"And God said, Let the waters under the heavens be gathered 
together unto one place, and let the dry land appear: 
and it was so" (Gen. 1:9). 

"Waters" here represent unexpressed capacities, the unestablished 
elements of the mind out of which all is produced. 

"The formative power of mind is the Imagination, whose 
work is here represented by the dry land" (Mysteries of 
Genesis, page 18). 

Faith and imagination divide the certainty from the undesired in
stability and thus prepare the mind for a decision to be made. 
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The fourth step in the process of thinking is the action of 
choice based on understanding, will, and the perceptive faculties. 

"The fourth step in creation is the development of the 
•two great lights,' the will and the understanding, or the 
sun (the spiritual I AM) and the moon (the intellect). These 
are but reflectors of the true light; for God had said, 
'Let there be light: and there was light'—before the sun 
and the moon were created. . . . 

"The 'stars' represent man's perceptive faculties in
cluding his ability to perceive weight, size, color, sound, 
and the like" (Mysteries of Genesis, pages 19, 20). 

The fifth step in the process of thinking is the action or move
ment of the faculties of discrimination, discernment, and judgment. 
We must judge the contemplated idea in its right relation to other 
ideas. We need to clothe the idea with the right kind of "thought 
stuff"—thoughts that correspond in nature and character. This move
ment of thought upon the idea results in an agreement between mind 
and heart necessary to bring it into form. 

The sixth step in the process of thinking is the intelligent 
action of life and substance. They enliven ideas and bring them 
forth "after their kind" (Gen. 1:11). In other words, in this 
"step" ideas are fulfilling the purpose for which they were created. 

The seventh step in the process of thinking is the realization 
that the law has been fulfilled. It is "resting" in the assurance 
that the thought process has been completed in logical, sequential 
steps, thus, in divine order. The seventh step in thinking appears 
to be of less activity than the first six, but there is no evidence 
to prove that the mental process is_ any less active during the sev
enth step than in the preceding six steps. 

Making use of these "steps" in the process of thinking, assures 
man that his thinking will be on a high level. Following this pat
tern of thought, the expression and manifestation of ideas will be 
complete and satisfying. 

2. Define "imagination." 

2. In Divine Mind, imagination is the idea of conceptual imagery. In 
man, the imagination is the thought-forming ability within the hu

man consciousness, the human mind. The imagination is the power to 
give form to specific thoughts out of the universal, unformed sub
stance or Mind essence. 

The imagination has been said to be "the scissors of the mind" 
(The Game of Life and How To Play It, page 2)—the scissors that cut 
the shape for anything. When the use of imagination is based on Truth 
it enables the individual to form a clear-cut concept based on a divine 
idea. The imagination is responsible for the outpicturing of ideas in 
accord with the character of man's thoughts in his attempt to inter
pret divine ideas. 
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—^ The imagination is the faculty of mind that is capable of giv
ing form to ideas that will come forth as things. However, the 
imagination has to be linked with faith in order for the ideas to be 
translated into tangible, visible things, usable in the world of form. 
Man's mind must be attuned to Divine Mind for an influx of creative 
ideas to find expression in him and made manifest in his outer world. 
Charles Fillmore has said, "Faith is the perceiving power of the mind 
linked with a power to shape substance" (Prosperity, page 43). That 
power is imagination. 

When one has recognized that an idea is worthy of further atten
tion, the faculty of imagination begins the work of producing or 
forming. Turning the idea over and over, as one does in meditation, 
reflection, using the thinking process, the imaging ability in man. 
makes pictures in mind of how the idea can be worked out into mani
festation. One "sees" with the mind's eye the shape of that about 
which one is thinking. The faculty of imagination then produces that 
shape in substance. Thus, the imagination is the bridge between the 
spiritual and the material realms. But the imagination has another 
function—it also translates material forms back into their spiritual 
essence (ideas) so that they may be re-formed according to a perfect , 
pattern. 

3. Give original illustrations of the power of the imaging faculty. 

3. Here are some stories of the efficient use of the imaging 
faculty. 

A woman needed a new place in which to live. She began giving 
thanks for the perfect place already prepared for her, and she felt 
secure about the place being provided. After a church service she 
was led to speak a friendly word to a stranger who introduced her 
to a friend, also a Truth student, who wanted someone to live with 
her. The woman who needed a new place to live was thus guided to 
her new home, a household of peace, beauty, and quietness. 

The story is told of Luther Burbank, the horticulturist, taking 
home a prickly, thorny cactus and transplanting it in a "garden of 
love." Daily he blessed the cactus, telling it it had no need of 
spines and thorns for protection as it was now in a "garden of love." 
The spines fell away one by one, and a lovely plant remained. 

This story appealed to a woman who had a cantankerous woman 
friend. Mentally the first woman, a Truth student, placed her 
cantankerous friend daily in a "garden of love" in her heart, and 
daily she blessed her. The attitude of both women changed, and a 
great change came into the life of the woman who had had the "barbed" 
tongue. She became happy and people noticed the change in her. The 
Truth student kept the secret of her constructive use of the imaging 
faculty, the imagination. 

A woman often lay awake at night worrying about her son who 
traveled. She recalled the story of the baby Moses being placed in 
an ark of bulrushes and left in the hands of God. She decided to do 
the same thing in prayer with her son. In her thought she safely 
surrounded her son with love, wisdom, and protection, forming a mental 
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"picture" of his being guarded and brooded over by the Presence of God. 
She placed her son in his "ark" every night, and she slept serenely. 

A young man's mother was experiencing a mental breakdown. He 
was inspired with the idea of imaging her as she had been when he was 
a half-grown boy. When he prayed for his mother, he saw her in his 
mind's eye as relaxed and smiling, her brow smooth, and her body free 
from tension. She became receptive to God's healing power, and in a 
few months' time she was relaxed, happy, and healthy. 

A man desired very much to go to Europe for advanced study. 
He prayed, "The Spirit of the Lord goes before me and prepares the 
way for my coming." He had, however, no definite conviction about 
making the trip. During a period of meditation and prayer he "saw" 
himself sitting on the deck of a ship. Then he felt assured that his 
plans were working out in divine order. The trip, the period of 
study, and vacation were manifested and were completely satisfying 
and rewarding. 

4. What is the first thing necessary in demonstrating perfection 
in body or affairs? 

4. The first thing necessary in demonstrating perfection—be it 
a perfect mind, body, work, vacation, home, or whatever one may 

desire of perfection—is to form a picture or mental image of per
fection in mind. Then one must hold (sustain) that image in mind, 
constantly giving thanks that it is being brought forth in divine 
order. One must perceive the possibility of the idea as an actuality 
in one's experience. Then through desire to experience the fulfill
ment of that idea, one must give it substance through faith in it, 
thus, forming it in the faculty of imagination. Thoughts and feel
ings must accept the idea as a reality even before there is evidence 
of its being demonstrated or made an actuality in visible form. 

We must remember that in demonstrating perfection the perfect 
mental image or picture of perfection is essential. This image or 
picture is conceived in mind and "born" in the illumined human con
sciousness. Since perfection is our heritage and our destiny through 
our Christ nature, we must think, work, act, and live as though 
that perfection were manifest here and now. Otherwise, we will put 
off demonstrating it indefinitely. 

5. ;, Where does man get the ideal images? 

5. Man gets the ideal images from the one Source of all perfect 
mental images, ideals, and ideas: the one perfect Mind, Divine 

Mind, dwelling in man as the Christ Mind. However, he sometimes 
blurs the ideal images with a "double exposure" of the photographic 
substance of his limited consciousness. He sometimes misinterprets 
an idea, thereby producing an imperfect mental image. The consequent 
result is the outpicturing of both good and evil in mind, body, and 
affairs. 

The imagination is like a two-edged sword that is held in the 
hand. So long as man grasps it by the handle and securely controls 
it, it will do him no harm, but if he loses control the consequences 
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are disastrous to himself and others,. The right interpretation of 
_ ideals, and the control of the use of imagination bring forth right 

conditions in mind, body, and affairs. 

"The imagination is a very powerful faculty, and we 
must learn to discipline it if we would make it 
practical in serving our highest good. By following 
the inspiration of the supermind or Jehovah con
sciousness we can control the imagination and direct 
its work to practical ends" (Mysteries of Genesis, 
page 296). 

6. How are diseases harbored indefinitely in the body? 

6. Diseases are harbored indefinitely in the body because the image 
of health and perfection is not established in the consciousness 

of man by the action of the imagination. The imagination must impress 
the subconscious phase of mind with the image of health and perfection 
in order that man may manifest these qualities. 

Man's mind is ever active. Thoughts are generative. The product 
of our settled beliefs is either health or disease according to whether 
these beliefs are in line with Truth or out of line with it. Con
tinuous thinking along one line or another forms currents of thought 
that act as constructive or destructive agencies in the organism. 
When we consciously connect our thinking with a disease atmosphere 
that has been generated, we are susceptible to its effects. Fear in 

~>— us increases the generation of any particular disease on which we con
centrate. Pear causes a deep impression on our subconscious. Until 
the error belief is removed, the conscious and subconscious phases of 
mind react to the disease, keeping it active in us. Any thinking that 
is adverse to Truth is forming patterns in the imagination and thus 
held in the subconscious. These will later manifest as inharmony in 
body and environment. 

"Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind" (Rom. 12:2). 

7. How often is the physical body renewed? 

7. There is no definite knowledge as to how often the physical body 
is completely renewed. Scientists, doctors, and physiologists 

are in disagreement about the length of time, some saying a year, 
some saying, three months, others saying other lengths of time. By 
the process of metabolism, renewal is constant and continuous. But, 
if the imagination holds the same old pictures, the idea of being 
"made new" is not accepted. The truth is that the mind, the con
sciousness, needs renewing daily. When the mind is filled with right 
ideas, the imaging will result in renewal of the body. When we make 
the right application of this understanding, we will never grow weak 
or sick or decrepit. 

I am the ever-renewing, ever-unfolding expression 
— of infinite life 

is an affirmation that answers this question. The physical body is 
constantly being renewed in a process that is unending, because every 
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cell is filled with the continuing sense of life. Consciousness is 
the constantly renewing pattern of all that one has thought and ex
perienced, and it is never static. There is no "time" in Spirit, and 
the flow of life, substance, and intelligence momently refreshes and 
revitalizes mind and body. Just as unneeded thoughts must be re
placed by new ideas, so must old cells in the body be replaced by 
new cells composed of light, life, and substance. Man is given all 
power through the Word so that he may use his faculty of imagination 
in order to accomplish the work of restoration. 

8. Why do scars and deformities often remain if the body is being 
continually made new? 

8. Scars and deformities often remain, even though the body is 
continually made new, because the memory of the experience 

which caused the scar is still embedded in the subconscious phase of 
mind. The individual may change the false mental picture to that of 
perfection through the right use of the imagination. 

It is the subconscious phase of mind that builds and sustains 
the physical body. When the subconscious is given the right ideas, 
thoughts, and words by the conscious phase of mind then through feel
ing, the right pictures are impressed upon the imagination. Scars 
and deformities will no longer appear in the body for there will be 
no negative pictures (mental patterns) to sustain them. "Ye there
fore shall be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect" (Matt. 5:^8) 

9. What effect does spiritual treatment have on pictures of error? 

9. Spiritual treatment erases pictures of error from both the con
scious and the subconscious phases of mind, i.e. thinking and 

feeling. With the mental causes removed the error conditions of 
body and affairs are changed. 

The subconscious phase of mind, which neither sleeps nor rests, 
is the center from which all functions, activities, control, and 
operations of the body are carried on. The subconscious is subject 
to the conscious phase of mind, especially to the action of the 
will. It is vital that an individual learn to discipline his will 
faculty so that he may control the faculty of imagination. 

Denial withdraws the substance of faith from the error thought 
form. In its place is put a new thought form which by faith is filled 
with divine substance. In order to erase erroneous pictures, one 
must have sufficient spiritual understanding to know the impermanency 
of them and have knowledge of the right way to replace them. 

Spiritual treatment is primarily for the purpose of making man 
conscious of himself as a son of God. This necessitates changing 
the thinking, feeling, speaking, doing, so that man may act and 
react only from the standpoint of his true nature. The consciousness 
of Truth eliminates all error that has been held in the mind. 

f~* Manifestations of error also disappear when man rediscovers who he 
truly is: a son of God; where he is: in heaven here and now; where 
he is going: back in consciousness to the Father to be the divine 
likeness in actual physical manifestation. 
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10. Explain an individual's improvement in appearance through the 
changing of his mental pictures. 

r-
10. When through the use of imagination an individual changes his 

mental pictures his appearance changes. The processes of re
lease and renewal, or denial and affirmation, play a vital part in 
this transformation. 

By a correct understanding of mind, its laws and methods of 
operation, we see that all adverse conditions are caused and sustained 
by our mental states. When the mental state is true, it overrules and 
dissipates any opposite state. When the individual concentrates in 
using the imaginative faculty to see the Truth he accepts a new pic
ture of himself as a radiant, beautiful, healthy, harmonious son of 
God. Thus, the perfect picture replaces the imperfect, and a change 
in appearance is sure to result. 

As we set the law of mind into motion by agreement between 
thinking and feeling we give the mental image substance and power 
to bring forth after its kind. And the law never fails. 

11. Explain the importance of the imagination in the forming of 
character. 

11. The imagination is a most important character-forming attribute 
or faculty of the mind. Under the control and direction of the 

I AM, the imagination is capable of forming perfect character; capable 
of giving perfect expression to the ideas of God for which man is the 
channel; capable of bringing into manifestation the visible good that 
those ideas embody. 

The word character comes from a Greek word meaning "to engrave." 
What our imagination "engraves" in the soul will form our character. 
Webster's Dictionary says of character 

"A sign or token placed upon an object as an indication 
of some special fact, as ownership or origin; a mark, 
brand, or stamp. . . . The aggregate of distinctive 
qualities belonging to an individual or a race; the 
stamp of individuality impressed by nature, education, 
or habit." 

Character is that which an individual really is, while reputation is 
what people think he is. 

To form good character we must have before us the image of per
fection, the Christ, God's idea of Himself. We must claim this idea 
of perfection for ourselves aid accept it, for it is the real of us. 
This can only be done as the Truth of perfection is allowed to become 
a picture in our imaging faculty. God gives us the perfect pattern 
that was "showed thee in the mount" (Heb. 8:5). We are in manifes
tation what our imagination tells us we are. If it tells us we are 
weak, fearful, inefficient that is what we will manifest. If the 
Truth has been accepted by our soul, then the imagination will tell 
us we are strong, courageous, efficient, and successful. We cannot 
rise any higher than the mental picture we are holding in our imagi
nation. 
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In Truth we are of the same character or nature as God, Absolute 
Good. This is the "stamp" that God has placed on man as His image, 
but the forming of character is an individual matter. Man "forms" 
what he images. The type of man that he images and sustains in his 
consciousness, he will manifest. 

12. How may anxious thoughts be overcome? 

12. Anxious thoughts may be overcome by keeping the mind stayed on 
God and His Truth; by imaging the right kind of thought pictures 

with the faculty of imagination. 

Anxious thoughts, in fact, worries of all kinds, are caused by 
our permitting pictures of error to impress themselves on the imagi
nation. We know that we have been given dominion over our thoughts 
and. feelings, but we have failed to exercise this dominion. Many 
times we allow our imagination to run riot, and it brings to us many 
fearful things which were at first only pictures in the mind (con
sciousness) and need not have manifested in body or affairs. Our 
work in Truth is to cast out by denial the false beliefs that caused 
the error pictures before they become established in the subconscious 
phase of mind as a working pattern. Once established, a more rigorous 
program of denials and affirmations may be necessary. 

We overcome anxious thoughts and their results by having faith 
in God, the good omnipotent, and knowing that that good is the only 
Presence and the only Power in our life. When we sense something 
considered unpleasant, we need to declare the Truth and see the good 
back of the situation or circumstance. We draw right conclusions 
about the trouble by using wisdom and good judgment in our thinking, 
speaking, and acting. We use our imagination constructively and 
sustain only positive reactions in our thoughts and feelings. We 
face the negative condition or situation with Truth. We do not deny 
the fact of its existence, but we do deny its reality. Through prayer 
we seek God's guidance in handling it. We no longer see it as some
thing too difficult for us to solve but as an opportunity to call 
forth our spiritual resources. 

It matters not if the problem is one of ill-health (in ourselves 
or others), lack in finances, inharmony in human relations, or failure 
in some undertaking. Through prayer we impress the imagination with 
health, plenty, harmony, success, and the outer condition changes 
in an orderly way. The Psalmist sings, "My soul, wait thou in silence 
for God only; For my expectation is from him" (Psalms 62:5). Jesus 
Christ lovingly admonishes us, "Be not therefore anxious" (Matt. 6:31). 

13. What explanation is there for the appearances of ghosts? 

13. The term "ghosts" is a name that is applied to error thought 
forms, phantoms of an unenlightened mind, resulting from dis

torted and misguided imagination. The meaning of the word ghost 
shows us the thing that it Is intended to designate—an indefinite, 
unstable, foggy specter floating about in the realm of man's men
tality. 

Beliefs in ghosts are Illustrations of the unreliability of an 
uncontrolled imagination. When the imagination becomes active, it 
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forms mental images that correspond to negative thoughts. These mental 
images become mind projections, sometimes appearing as ghosts. Ghosts 
are very real to some persons, and they arê  actually seen; or the 
imagination of the persons tells them that l?ney are seen, but they have 
no reality or power and can be denied away with a word of Truth. 

14. Why is it unwise for one to give himself up to excessive day
dreaming? 

14. It is unwise for one to give himself up to excessive daydreaming 
(uncontrolled use of the imagination) because the mental habits 

that one forms through excessive daydreaming are not conducive to good 
concentration. Excessive daydreaming prevents constructive thinking. 

A daydream is a "reverie filled with pleasing, often illusory, 
visions or anticipations" (Webster's Dictionary).' There are day
dreams that are but a purposeless rambling ©f the Imagination; hollow, 
meaningless shells without substance. They are not usually founded 
on a specific idea or plan, on any desire to accomplish something 
through effort of the dreamer, or through necessity for some partic
ular thing. 

Indulging excessively in daydreams and letting the mind wander 
become a habit which, if persisted in, brings undesirable consequences, 
because the imagination is not being used in constructive and creative 
channels. Mind is ever^active, but man must direct its activity. 
Through the imagination one can project an image of an object without, 
or of ideas within. An idea has to be repeated and used many times 
before it is thoroughly established in the subconscious phase of mind 
where it becomes a reproductive pattern. 

To indulge excessively in daydreams is often pleasant, but more 
often profitless. In this practice man's thought forces are fre
quently scattered and the focus of his attention and interest wanders 
to such an extent that he later finds it hard to think logically, 
creatively, and profitably along useful and purposeful lines of 
thought. 

Instead of giving himself up to excessive daydreaming, one 
should use the formative power of thought, especially the imagination, 
to form clear mental pictures of divine ideas. Then, knowing that he 
Is the all-wise, all-loving, all-conquering son of God, man should 
use his faith, understanding, will, and imagination to help himself 
to act and to achieve. 

15. Is there any power outside of man to harm him? 

15. There is but one Presence and one Power in the universe, God, 
the good omnipotent. 

Therefore, there is no power outside of man to harm him. However, 
he harms himself by giving power to the imperfect pictures that the 
imagination projects in the mental or psychical realm. 

Man has freedom of choice and may choose either the divine 
ideas or the human concepts upon which to think. If he does not 
use his God-given power of dominion and allows Idle or vagrant 
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thoughts to register in his mind, he has to deal with them. While 
nothing outside of man can harm him, he can allow himself to become 
receptive to outside influences and circumstances. It is man's 
thoughts and feelings that he must watch and govern, for they bring 
about the conditions of his life. His reactions and attitudes toward 
those conditions formulate? and shape the conditions of the future. 
Jesus Christ assures us ifi Luke 10:19: 

"Behold, I have given you authority to tread upon ser
pents and scorpions, and over all the power of the 
enemy: and nothing shall in any wise hurt you." 

Man is not intended, however, to attempt deliberately to test 
these promises in order to prove his immunity and spiritual power. 
"Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God" (Matt. 4:7 A.V.). Man is 
intended to exercise wisdom and good judgment in all the conditions 
and circumstances of his life and affairs. He must know that God is 
indeed within him and with him, and that through the indwelling 
Spirit—-I AM, the Christ—he has all authority. 

Man's awareness of the presence of God assures him of instant 
and constant protection at all times. The following statement from 
Lessons in Truth, page 55, held in mind will help free man from the 
belief that there is any power outside of himself to harm him: 

"I am Spirit, perfect, holy, harmonious. Nothing can 
hurt me or make me sick or afraid, for Spirit is God, 
and God cannot be sick or hurt or afraid. I manifest 
my real self through this body now." 

16. What is the cause of "bad dreams"? 

16. The cause of "bad dreams" could be said to be confusion and a 
sense of insecurity in the consciousness. 

Apparently "dreams" have played a vital part in the spiritual 
unfoldment of many persons. If the key to them is understood, and 
the message they convey is obeyed, then dreams become part of a 
person's soul development. Charles Fillmore makes this statement 
in Mysteries of Genesis, page 139: 

"The teacher is the Holy Spirit, and all get their 
lessons in their own way, some through inspiration, 
some through dreams, some through visions, some through 
flashes of understanding. Spirit uses the avenue most 
accessible and open to the student." 

When the conscious phase of one's mind is inactive, as during 
sleep, the subconscious phase (always at work with the pictures or 
images man has stored therein) finds opportunity to slip into the 
"projector" the images or mental pictures previously turned over to 
it by the conscious phase and flash them upon the mind's screen. 

/-*- If the picture is of inharmony or imperfection, and not properly 
interpreted, the person may be so startled that he cannot get the 
meaning and, thus, he experiences what he terms "bad" dreams or 
nightmares during sleep. 
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Through studying the subconscious phase of mind one can more 
clearly see how dreams reveal the state of mind of the dreamer. 
Whatever is imaged in consciousness sooner or later comes to the 
surface, expressing all the characteristics of the image. When the 
conscious phase of mind is inactive, the subconscious phase reflects 
or brings to the surface those images. Since dreams are caused by 
mental pictures coming to the surface, it behooves man to feed the 
"soil" of the subconscious with Truth ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
Only then can true pictures be formed by the faculty of imagination 
and become established mental patterns in the subconscious. 

We now see how important it is that the subconscious be cleansed, 
so that the ineffective and undesirable pictures may be done away 
with. Only then will good be available for projection. The imagi
nation will begin to form happier, better pictures for filing in 
memory's storehouse—the subconscious phase of mind. Thus, there 
will be no more experience of "bad dreams." 

17. Which of the sons of Jacob represents the imagination? 

17. In the symbology of the Scriptures, Joseph, the favorite son of 
Jacob, represents the imagination. Interpreting the narrative 

of Jacob and his sons metaphysically, we see an account of the un-
foldment of the natural man before the soul is wholly illumined by 
spiritual understanding. In this account, most of the physical and 
mental faculties are developed (ten sons) before the imagination 
(Joseph) is brought into expression. 

Joseph had dreams and visions and was able to tell what they 
stood for, but the other faculties, his brothers, were skeptical, 
doubtful. So our several faculties sometimes object when our imagi
nation declares the possibility of betterment in our condition. They 
cast doubt on the feasibility of letting faith go to work with the 
image of good that can assure our greater happiness, health, and 
success. 

Joseph represents the imagination, because he had sufficient 
imagination to become an interpreter of dreams. He understood that 
the picture symbols appearing in dreams represent certain ideas, 
beliefs, thoughts, or concepts at work in the consciousness of an 
individual, a nation, or a race. He understood dream symbology as 
being something personal and pertinent to the dreamer. 

"Among the primal faculties of mind Joseph represents 
imagination. This faculty has the power to throw onto 
the screen of visibility in substance and life forms every 
idea that the mind may conceive" (Metaphysical Bible 
Dictionary, page 366). 

When the imaging faculty is developed under divine law, we will 
get true mental pictures, whether in dreams or during our waking 
hours. Through spiritual understanding we will learn how to interpret 
such mental pictures so that the results will be only good. 

18. How should all dreams be interpreted? 
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18. All dreams should be interpreted according to the ideas they seek 
to present and according to the consciousness of the dreamer. 

Identical dreams do not usually mean identical things to different 
dreamers. It is virtually impossible to give a symbology that will 
prove true for all people, because all people do not picture ideas 
In the same manner. There is, however, a similarity in the thinking 
processes of all persons. This often leads to similar dreams but dif
ferent interpretations. 

One way a person can learn to understand and interpret his own 
dreams is if he will immediately upon awakening ask the indwelling 
Father for the meaning. If it is essential to know or have an inter
pretation, spiritual contemplation in quietness and In confidence 
will always bring the needed answer. An individual seeking in this 
way will be given whatever guidance Is necessary to take any outer 
steps to regulate his life and affairs. 

"When a person has developed the Joseph state of con
sciousness and can give vivid form to his ideas by using 
his imaginative faculty, he does not take his dreams or 
visions in a literal sense. He rather unclothes the dream 
of its form by using the same power that he has of clothing 
Ideas with form. Then he clearly sees the idea hidden be
hind the forms and symbols of his dream" (Mysteries of 
Genesis, page 317). 

19. Why should children be taught to be fearless? 

19. Children should be taught to be fearless because fear has an 
unnerving effect and temporarily renders ineffective the use of 

the mental faculties. If children are taught to be fearless they will 
not form mental images of anything that will harm them or that will 
produce the emotion of fear in their thoughts and feelings. 

Every man ever aspires to freedom of spirit, soul, and body, 
and whatever produces a sense of fear is a limiting, binding, con
stricting force. 

There is but one Presence and one Power in the universe, 
God, the good omnipotent. 

Therefore, not only children but adults also should always be free 
of fear for as children of God we are constantly going to meet our 
good. Pear shackles, hobbles, Inhibits us, and holds us back from 
accepting our good. Pear has no rightful place in the human con
sciousness for it feeds the imagination with that which Is not true. 
Of all the false imaging and harmful thinking that have been carried 
on in the mind, nothing has done as great harm as fear. The indi
vidual full of fear becomes a pitiable creature. Children trained 
in fear live unfulfilled lives until they are able to release them
selves from It. "There is no fear in love: but perfect love casteth 
out fear" (I John 4:18). 

The readily receptive and plastic consciousness of a child takes 
impressions quickly. These can remain in the consciousness all his 
life, producing results "after their kind" (Gen. 1:21). However, 
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either good or bad impressions can be altered or replaced, but the 
longer they remain the deeper they cut their groove in the mind, with 
resultant stronger reproduction as time goes on. Fear held in the 
imagination often makes us lose the good we might have, because we 
fear to venture toward good undertakings. 

In childhood the faculty of imagination is very active, but the 
faculty of judgment is not usually as well developed. The childish 
mind seizes, on xvhatever is offered it and knows not what to reject. 
We should be very careful what we tell children, or allow others to 
tell them, that might cause fearful images to become impressed on the 
subconscious. These fearful images can affect the whole life of the 
child until they are understood and their power denied. 

It is, therefore, highly desirable and important that a child 
be taught Truth so that he may grow happily, freely, conscious of 
the wonders of his spirit, mind, body, and surrounding world. 

"For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of 
power, and of love, and of a sound mind" (II Tim. 1:7 A.V.). 

20. What relation does "beholding" bear to the work of transforming 
man? 

20. To behold means "to look upon or at; to view; to see; to hold; 
to observe.'1 To transform means "to give a different form to; 

to change; to change the form of; to transmute." The relation between 
"beholding" and "transformation" is that of cause and effect. 

Beholding is a basic requisite in the work of transforming man. 
Beholding from a metaphysical standpoint means to keep in sight the 
transforming power in man, because we become in experience and mani
festation like that which we behold in our thinking; like that picture 
we hold in our consciousness through the use of the imagination. 
Beholding precedes the working of the imagination. It is what we 
look at, beholda that becomes the pattern from which the imagination 
will work. 

A marvelous transformation takes place in the mind, body, and 
affairs of man as a result of his "beholding" In the imagination 
the pictures of ideal conditions, in mind, body, and affairs. 

"Beloved, now are we children of God, and it is not 
yet made manifest what we shall be. We know that, if 
he shall be manifested, we shall be like him; for we 
shall see him even as he Is. And every one that hath 
this hope set on him purifieth himself, even as he is 
pure" (I John 3:2,-3). 


